Disney Cars Lightning McQueen, Scarf, Hat and Gloves Or Mitten Set
for Toddler and Little Boys Review-2021

Acrylic Knit
Imported
No Closure closure
Hand Wash Only
Dashing design: this 3-piece cold weather set includes a pull-on beanie, warm scarf, a pair of acrylic
gloves or mittens Featuring lightning McQueen of Disney Cars fame.
Premium quality: black beanie with a striped pattern and red pom, includes a matching scarf and a
pair of warm, acrylic, knit gloves or mittens with the gripper printed phrase: 'lmq'.
Size: available in your choice of two sizes: toddler boys, ages 2-4 or little boys, ages 4-7.
Approximate dimensions: toddler hat -7.5" (L) x 7" (W). toddler scarf - 48" (L) x 7" (W) mittens: 5" (L)
x 2.5" (W) little boys hat: 8" (L) x 7" (W) little boys scarf: 52" (L) x 7" (W) gloves - 6.5" (L) x 2.5" (W)
Care instructions: hand wash with like colors. Lay flat to dry. Do not iron. Officially licensed Disney
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When the temperature dips, he'll be ready for some Winter Fun with these variety Scarf Hat and
Mittens or Gloves sets, featuring his favorite Characters: Batman, Mickey, Mario and more. Soft and
stylish, his cold-weather gear has never looked this cool with this heroic Scarf, Hat, Gloves or
Mittens sets.Fun and fashionable kids will have a blast driving the snowy weather away with this fun,
Hat, Scarf, and Mittens or Gloves Set. These adorable boys Sets are the ultimate gift for any
holidays and birthday occasions.like a warm hug for his hands and ears on a cold day, his scarf hat
and glove set for boys will keep him safe and secure on his wintry, fun-filled adventures. Review
2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price
comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

